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The map of The map of 
the Russianthe Russian
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LeftLeft--bank inflows of the Amurbank inflows of the Amur--river in JARriver in JAR
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BirobidzhanBirobidzhan -- the administrative center the administrative center 

of the Jewish autonomous regionof the Jewish autonomous region
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The The BiraBira--river in river in BirobidzhanBirobidzhan
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Basic research directionsBasic research directions

•• Analysis of the built catchment areaAnalysis of the built catchment area

•• Investigation of the bank slopes stabilityInvestigation of the bank slopes stability

•• Study of pollutants getting to Study of pollutants getting to BiraBira and and 

their influence on the ecological condition their influence on the ecological condition 

of the floodof the flood--lands and riverlands and river--bed complexbed complex

•• Analysis of species structure and spatial Analysis of species structure and spatial 

distribution of coastal vegetationdistribution of coastal vegetation
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The The BiraBira--river catchment areariver catchment area
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MapMap--scheme of the scheme of the BiraBira bank slopes stabilitybank slopes stability
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TheThe fragment fragment ofof thethe mapmap--schemescheme
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Analysis  of the mapAnalysis  of the map--schemescheme

•• The unstable sections of bank slopes belong to the The unstable sections of bank slopes belong to the 
overall built left bank of overall built left bank of BiraBira

•• The greater part of stable and most stable banks The greater part of stable and most stable banks 
are those completely transformed by manare those completely transformed by man

•• The biggest erosion zonesThe biggest erosion zones ((up toup to 1 1 –– 11..3 3 мм per per 
yearyear) ) have no protective constructionshave no protective constructions

•• The bank protecting structure intensifies the erosion The bank protecting structure intensifies the erosion 
of former stable opposite banksof former stable opposite banks

•• ManMan--made consolidation of banks intensifies the made consolidation of banks intensifies the 
process of islands displacementprocess of islands displacement
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Heavy metals concentrationHeavy metals concentration coefficientscoefficients in the in the 

soil andsoil and vegetation of thevegetation of the floodflood--lands of lands of BiraBira

((mgmg//kgkg))

1,02,03,06,05,11,23,2

MnPbFeNiСuСоZn
ffffff In vegetationIn vegetation

06,01,02,07,016,11,22,3

CdMnСoNiPbCuZnFe
fffffffIn the soil coverIn the soil cover
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Dependence between heavy metals concentrationDependence between heavy metals concentration

in vegetation and in soilin vegetation and in soil

y = 0,8557x - 0,4723
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Influence of the pollution on vegetationInfluence of the pollution on vegetation in in 

the the BiraBira--river floodriver flood--landslands

•• Deceleration of plants growth both apical and in diameterDeceleration of plants growth both apical and in diameter

•• Damage of plants by diseases and premature  fall of leavesDamage of plants by diseases and premature  fall of leaves

•• Decrease in the fastening effect of the root system Decrease in the fastening effect of the root system 
followed by the bank slopes erosionfollowed by the bank slopes erosion

•• Intensive increase of Intensive increase of spatial heterogeneityspatial heterogeneity
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The mathematical model The mathematical model of of spatialspatial--temporal temporal 

dynamics of plant communitiesdynamics of plant communities

•• We have elaborated a mathematical model for spatialWe have elaborated a mathematical model for spatial--

temporal dynamics of the plants population explaining temporal dynamics of the plants population explaining 

the mechanisms of emergence of heterogeneous spatial the mechanisms of emergence of heterogeneous spatial 

distributiondistribution

•• In plotting the model, we accounted for interaction of In plotting the model, we accounted for interaction of 

plants situated close to each other and affecting both plants situated close to each other and affecting both 

increase of biomassincrease of biomass (new shoots, for instance) and (new shoots, for instance) and 

restricted biomass growthrestricted biomass growth caused by competition for caused by competition for 

resources needed for vital activityresources needed for vital activity
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The basic model The basic model versionversion
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•• uuii ((x, tx, t)) -- the biomass density of the the biomass density of the ii--thth species in point species in point xx
in time in time tt

•• M M -- the physical space, the community habitat rangethe physical space, the community habitat range

•• Parameter Parameter γγii characterizes sensibility of the biomass being characterizes sensibility of the biomass being 
suppressedsuppressed to competitive impactto competitive impact

•• Parameter Parameter ρρjj reflects the nonreflects the non--linearity of the competitive linearity of the competitive 
restriction from the suppressive biomass density restriction from the suppressive biomass density 
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•• Kernels Kernels ααii ((x, yx, y)) define the biomass of define the biomass of ii--thth species, species, 
««sproutingsprouting»» from point from point y y to point to point xx

•• Kernels Kernels ββĳĳ ((x, yx, y)) characterize competitive characterize competitive suppression suppression 
intensity of the biomass of intensity of the biomass of ii--thth species  at point species  at point xx by the by the 
biomass of biomass of jj--thth species at point species at point yy
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The detailed investigation of the model The detailed investigation of the model 

has shown that increase in the competitive has shown that increase in the competitive 

pressure (or reduction of competitiveness) pressure (or reduction of competitiveness) 

leads to the processes of chaotic selfleads to the processes of chaotic self--

organization and emergence of intricately organization and emergence of intricately 

structured heterogeneous (spotted) spatial structured heterogeneous (spotted) spatial 

distributions distributions 

ResultsResults of the model researchof the model research
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Bifurcation diagram to loss in stability of Bifurcation diagram to loss in stability of 
spatially homogeneous solutionspatially homogeneous solution

stable

unstable

γγ

lnln rrαααααααα //rrββββββββ
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The spatial distributions of The spatial distributions of solutions on solutions on 

twotwo--dimensional uniform spacedimensional uniform space

    ra     rβ    γ 

a 7 7,5 0,9 
b 7 10,0 0,9 

 

a b

D2 D3
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The spatial distributions of The spatial distributions of solutions on solutions on 

twotwo--dimensional uniform spacedimensional uniform space

    rα    rββββ    γ 

c 7 9,0 0,98 
d 8 8,2 0,90 

 

c d

D4
D1
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The spatial distribution of coastal vegetationThe spatial distribution of coastal vegetation
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The conclusionThe conclusion

•• Urbanization of the catchment area changes the Urbanization of the catchment area changes the 
surface flows direction leading to the bank slopes surface flows direction leading to the bank slopes 
destruction, contamination of soil, vegetation and destruction, contamination of soil, vegetation and 
waterwater

•• The bank slopes stability depends on their The bank slopes stability depends on their 
attachment to a housing complex and availability attachment to a housing complex and availability 
of bank protective constructions  of bank protective constructions  

•• ManMan--made consolidation of banks causes intensive made consolidation of banks causes intensive 
displacement of islands displacement of islands 

•• Contamination of soil causes augmentation of Contamination of soil causes augmentation of 
spatial heterogeneityspatial heterogeneity in the floodin the flood--lands vegetation lands vegetation 
distribution that leads to reduction of plants root distribution that leads to reduction of plants root 
system fastening effect and strengthens the bank system fastening effect and strengthens the bank 
slopes erosionslopes erosion
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The obtained results are the basis for both The obtained results are the basis for both 

the scenarios of the floodthe scenarios of the flood--lands and riverlands and river--bed bed 

processes analysis, and for the elaboration of processes analysis, and for the elaboration of 

recommendations on regulating surface flows recommendations on regulating surface flows 

in urban territoriesin urban territories
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Thank you for Thank you for 
your attentionyour attention!!

D1


